Maths, Mental Maths:

- 2 times tables
- 3 times tables
- 4 times tables
- 5 times tables
- 10 times tables
- 11 times tables
- Skip counting in 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 to and from any number.
- Adding to 20 facts
- Double facts to 20
- Subtract Start Big SSB
- Divide Start Big
- Turnaround facts and fact families
- Count backwards from any point to 100
- Fractional language\ordinal numbers
- 1, 10 and 100 more or less a number
- Reading analogue and digital time to quarter past/to and half past
- Name and order months
- Name and order seasons
- Use a calendar to identify days in a month
- Identify 2 and 3 dimensional shapes (cube, cuboid, sphere, cylinder & cone)
- Describe 3D shapes (vertices, faces, surfaces and edges)
- Recognise Australian money
- Converts cents to dollars and dollars to cents
- Place value to 1000
- Units of weight (kg and g)
- Units of measure (mm, cm and m)
- Days, Months, Seasons: 30 days has September, April, June and November; all the rest have 31 except February, which has 28 days and 29 each Leap Year.
- 7 days in a week; 12 months in a year.

English, Grammar, Spelling, Comprehension, Writing:
**Writing**

- Structural elements of a recount (Orientation, 3 events and feelings)
- Structural elements of a report (Introduction, facts and summary)
- Structural elements of a persuasive text (Introduction, 3 reasons and conclusion)
- Structural elements of a narrative (Orientation, problem, events, solution and ending)
- Sentences all need capital letters, punctuation and must make sense.

**Spelling and Grammar**

- Definition of a noun, adjective, verb, pronoun, proper noun, common noun.
- Use the correct homophones
- Expand and create contractions
- Alphabetical order to the third letter
- Suffixes (er, est, tion, ed and ing)
- Comparative suffixes (er and est)
- Prefixes (re, pre, un, dis, mis)
- Conjunctions and joining word (and, but, because, so, for, or)
- Types of punctuation (comma, full stop, exclamation mark, speech mark, apostrophe and question mark)
- Rhyming words
- Plurals
- Compound words
- Synonyms and antonyms
- Phonics- Trigraphs, diagraphs and blends
- Break words into syllables

**Reading**

- Phonics- Trigraphs, diagraphs and blends
- Text purpose- PIE (persuade inform and entertain)
- Identify characters, setting, problem and resolution.

**Geography:**

- Continents- How many and order them
- Oceans
- States of Australia and their capitals
- Compass directions
- Locate and name North and South Poles, equator, tropics and hemispheres.
- Colours of Aboriginal, Torres Strait Is. and Australia flags

**History:**

- Using appropriate language to identify past present and future
- Sequence events from the past
- Aboriginal people were the first inhabitants of Australia
Science: As for Yr 1.

Computing:

Year 1 and 2:
- Identify the basic parts of a computer (mouse, keyboard, monitor, CPU, tower box)
- Be able to log on and log off independently
- With teacher direction, go to appropriate websites
- Recognise the layout of the keyboard
- Identify and use the operational keys on the keyboard (enter key, space bar, backspace key, delete key and Num lock)

Music, Performing Arts:

Music – Semibreve = 4 beats
  - Dotted Minim = 3 beats
  - Minim = 2 beats
  - Crotchet = 1 beat
  - Quaver = ½ beat (always have 2 quavers joined together making 1 beat)
- Definition of Verse and Chorus
- Recognise Middle C
- Know the note names FACE on the stave (“Notes in the space spell FACE”)
- Definition of Rhythm
- Definition of Beat/Steady Beat
  - p = softly
  - f = loudly
Drama – On Stage/Off Stage
  - Audience